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ABSTRACT
Low ionization emission line regions (LINERs) are a heterogeneous collection of up to
1/3 of galactic nuclei in the local Universe. It is unclear whether LINERs are simply
the result of low accretion rates onto supermassive black holes or whether they include
a large number of optically thick radiatively inefficient but super-Eddington accretion
flows (RIAFs). Optically thick RIAFs are typically disks of large scale-height or quasi-
spherical gas flows. These should be dense enough to trap and merge a large number
of the stellar mass black holes, which we expect to exist in galactic nuclei. Electromag-
netic observations of photospheres of accretion flows do not allow us to break model
degeneracies. However, gravitational wave observations probe the interior of accretion
flows where the merger of stellar mass black holes can be greatly accelerated over
the field rate. Here we show that the upper limits on the rate of black hole mergers
observed with LIGO demonstrate that most LINERs cannot be optically thick RIAFs.
Key words: gravitational waves – accretion, accretion discs – galaxies:active–
galaxies:nuclei–black hole physics
1 INTRODUCTION
LIGO is revealing a population of merging stellar mass
black holes that is extremely numerous (∼ 112Gpc−3yr−1) at
the upper-end of the rate estimate (LIGO & VIRGO 2018).
Merging black holes observed so far by LIGO are generally
significantly more massive than those (5 − 15M) observed
in our own Galaxy (LIGO & VIRGO 2018). The majority
of mergers observed so far have low χeff , the projected
component of black hole spin onto the binary orbital
angular momentum. All of the above are tantalizing clues
about the nature of black hole mergers in our Universe.
Though the overall rate and some aspects of the observed
mass distribution can be accommodated by the predic-
tions of field binary models (e.g. Belczynski et al. 2010;
Dominik et al. 2013; Belczynski et al. 2016), the relatively
high observed rates and masses have prompted considera-
tion of sites where mergers may be accelerated and repeated.
Stellar mass black hole (BH) density in the local
Universe appears greatest in our own Galactic nucleus.
The observed rate of occurrence of BH X-ray binaries
implies a cusp of BHs in the central parsec (Hailey et
al. 2018; Generozov et al. 2018) consistent with previous
conjectures (Morris 1993; Miralda-Escude´ & Gould 2000)
? E-mail:sford at amnh.org (SF)
and simulations (Antonini 2014). For a long time, it has
been understood that active galactic nucleus (AGN) disks
should contain a large population of embedded objects
from geometric orbital coincidence and grind-down (Syer et
al. 1991; Artymowicz 1993; Goodman & Tan 2004) as well
as star formation (Levin 2007). As a result, a promising
site to generate a very high rate of BH mergers yielding
over-massive BHs detectable with LIGO are dense disks
of gas around supermassive black holes (McKernan et
al. 2012, 2014; Bellovary et al. 2016; Bartos et al. 2017;
Stone et al. 2017; McKernan et al. 2018; Secunda et al.
2018). Conversely, limits that can be placed on this channel
for BH mergers will allow us to restrict otherwise poorly
constrained models of AGN disks.
Low Ionization Nuclear Emission Region galaxies
(LINERs) were identified as a class of object by Heckman
(1980). The LINERs are galactic nuclei with spectral
lines that are low ionization compared to active galactic
nuclei, particularly as identified by the [Oiii]/Hβ line ratio
(Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; Ho, Filippenko & Sargent
2003; Kewley et al. 2006). Approximately ∼ 1/3 of all
galactic nuclei in the local Universe can be classified as
LINERs (Ho 2008) but it remains unclear what fraction
of LINERs are powered by low accretion rate α-disks onto
supermassive black holes (SMBH) or whether some or
all are powered by radiatively inefficient accretion flows
© 2015 The Authors
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(RIAFs), sometimes also known as advection dominated
accretion flows (ADAFs) (e.g. Narayan & Yi 1994; Narayan
et al. 1997; Blandford & Begelman 1999; Yuan et al. 2003).
RIAFs can occur in the case of both optically thin and
optically thick accretion. Here we focus on the possibility
that a large fraction of LINERs might be powered by
cooler, optically thick RIAFs, like slim disks (Abramowicz
et al. 1988; Ohsuga et al. 2005), not optically thin, hot
RIAFs such as the one that might be powering Sgr A∗ in
our own Galaxy (Broderick et al. 2011). We note, however,
that Sgr A∗ would not be detectable as a LINER at typical
extragalactic distances.
If LINERs and similar objects comprise up to 1/3 of all
galaxies (Ho 2008), and if LINERs are predominantly opti-
cally thick RIAFs, this accretion mode could be responsible
for substantial mass growth of nuclear SMBH while doing so
’in the dark’–not substantially contributing to the ionizing
flux of the local universe. While there are many plausible
RIAF models (notably including advection dominated ac-
cretion flows, or ADAFs), they all share a characteristically
large aspect ratio of their accretion flows. If LINERs are
predominantly optically thick RIAFs then a large fraction
of the population of stellar mass black holes that we expect
in galactic nuclei will end up embedded in the RIAF. Gas
torques on embedded objects can promote a very high rate
of black hole merger within dense accretion flows (e.g. McK-
ernan et al. 2012). It is this characteristic of optically thick
RIAFs which allows us to set limits on their frequency via
LIGO measurements of the rate of stellar mass black hole
binary mergers.
2 RATE OF BLACK HOLE MERGERS IN
DENSE, NUCLEAR, GAS DISKS
From McKernan et al. (2018) we can write the rate of black
hole binary mergers in dense nuclear gas disks as
R = NGNNBH fAGN fd fb
τAGN
(1)
where NGN is the number density of galactic nuclei (per
Mpc−3), NBH is the number of stellar mass black holes in the
central pc3 around the supermassive black hole (SMBH),
fAGN is the fraction of galactic nuclei that are active for
time τAGN, fd are the fraction of nuclear stellar mass black
holes that end up in the AGN disk and  is the fractional
change in NBH over an AGN duty cycle. We note that this
equation assumes the lifetime of a binary embedded in an
AGN disk is less than τAGN. Binaries embedded in a gas
disk should merge within 105yrs (Baruteau et al. 2011;
McKernan et al. 2018), so this is a reasonable assumption
(see also sec. 2.1). Of the parameters in eqn. (1) only NGN is
relatively well constrained from Schecter function fits (e.g.
Baldry et al. 2012). The other parameters in eqn. (1) are not
very well constrained by observations, simulations or the-
oretical considerations and we discuss several of them below.
If we ignore dwarf galaxies and only count galaxies of
mass ≥ 1/3 the mass of the Milky Way, such that we count
SMBH of mass ≥ 106M, then NGN ∼ 0.006Mpc−3 (Baldry et
al. 2012). From observations of X-ray binaries around SgrA*
by Hailey et al. (2018), Generozov et al. (2018) extrapolate
NBH ∼ 2 × 104 stellar mass BH within the central parsec
of the Galaxy, which is consistent with predictions from a
range of mechanisms (Miralda-Escude´ & Gould 2000; An-
tonini 2014). The binary fraction ( fb) of black holes in galac-
tic nuclei without gas may range between ∼ 0.01 − 0.2 de-
pending on the number density of ionizing encounters (Leigh
2018; McKernan et al. 2018). However, BH trapped by dense
disk gas have a substantially higher binary fraction fb ∼ 0.6
as they migrate within the disk and encounter other BH (Se-
cunda et al. 2018). Thus, a fiducial overall binary fraction
of fb ∼ 0.1 within a galactic nucleus containing a gas disk,
seems reasonable. The parameter fd is the fraction of BH in
the galactic nucleus that end up inside the AGN disk. To a
first approximation, we can say fd ≥ H/r the disk aspect ra-
tio. This is because geometrically, we expect the number of
orbits of a nuclear star cluster to live inside the AGN disk to
correspond approximately to the disk aspect ratio (H/r). If
we assume that the AGN disk is cylindrical, and of thickness
H/r, then fd = (H/r). Over time BH in the galactic nucleus
with orbits oriented at an angle to the AGN disk will pass
through the disk twice per orbit and experience a drag force
which will tend to align the BH orbit with the plane of the
disk. Thus, we expect fd > H/r over a long enough AGN
lifetime.
2.1 AGN disk lifetime: τAGN
AGN lifetimes are poorly constrained. A complete range
of lifetimes allowed by all methods and constraints spans
≈ 105 − 108yrs (e.g. Martini 2004; Graham et al. 2019). The
overall quasar duty cycle (or the total amount of time spent
by a galactic nucleus as a quasar) is believed to be O(108)yrs
since fAGN ∼ 0.01 for quasars, and this estimate is consistent
with several modes of estimating average quasar lifetimes
(Martini 2004). Mass doubling of SMBH via Eddington ac-
cretion occurs in ∼ 40Myrs, so a total period of O(108)yrs
allows for approximately an order of magnitude increase in
MSMBH due to gas accretion in a Hubble time. However, this
estimate of the duty cycle does not constrain the lifetime of
individual quasar episodes (i.e. τAGN). Furthermore, this es-
timate ignores more numerous, less luminous AGN phases
such as the Seyfert AGN or LINERs.
Individual AGN episodes could be quite short in prac-
tice. For example, an accretion disk of mass 10−2MSMBH will
be consumed in only ∼ few Myrs at the Eddington rate.
Stochastic accretion episodes are expected to arrive from
random directions in the galactic bulge yielding τAGN ∼
105−6yr (e.g. King & Nixon 2015). Observations of large
samples of AGN over relatively long time baselines enable
estimates of the turn-on/turn-off rate, which do help con-
strain τAGN > 105yr (since Graham et al. 2019, find O(1
in 105)AGN change state each year). However, such short-
lived episodes may run together if there is a large fuel source
(a dusty torus) subject to instabilities near a SMBH. The
running together of short-lived accretion episodes, may ac-
count for the duration of long-lived Mpc-scale radio jets. If
AGN disks are not to collapse in a burst of star-formation
under their own self-gravity beyond about ∼ 103rg, where
rg = GMSMBH/c2, some additional source of heating of the
outer disk is required (e.g. Sirko & Goodman 2003). If no
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Figure 1. Fraction of nuclear stellar mass black holes embedded in an AGN disk ( fd) versus the AGN disk lifetime. Using eqn. (10), if
we assume that all LINERs consist of dense, dim, optically thick, large aspect ratio (H/r) RIAFs, then fAGN ∼ 0.3. We assume the binary
fraction in the disk is fb = 0.1, the number of stellar mass black holes in galactic nuclei is NBH = 2 × 104, and  , a measure of the net
change in the number of stellar mass black holes per galactic nucleus over an AGN duty cycle is 1 (see text). Diagonal lines correspond
to the upper (112Gpc−3yr−1) and lower bounds (24Gpc−3yr−1) respectively, on the rate of BH mergers from (LIGO & VIRGO 2018). All
LINERs must live in the space below the upper diagonal line. The color key on the RHS corresponds to the magnitude of the rate (R)
of BH mergers.
such heating were available, the innermost disk would be a
mere ∼ 103rg in size, a size estimate contradicted by numer-
ous lines of observational evidence, including the SED (e.g.
Sirko & Goodman 2003), reverberation mapping (e.g. Yu et
al. 2018), and maser mapping(e.g. Zhao et al. 2018). The vis-
cous timescale at a given radius (tν) can be parameterized
as (Stern et al. 2018)
tν ≈ 104yr
(
H/r
0.04
)−2 ( α
0.03
)−1 (MSMBH
108M
) (
R
103rg
)3/2
(2)
where α is the disk viscosity parameter and a truncated
AGN disk is short lived. Such very short timescales for indi-
vidual AGN episodes may be consistent with the O(105yr)
duration of the response of circum-galactic medium to past
quasar episodes (Schawinski et al. 2015). However, if ad-
ditional heating stabilizes the outer disk to ∼ 105rg ∼ 1pc
then tν ≈ 10Myr, though shorter lifetimes are possible for
modestly larger α and H/r. Additionally, a series of closely
spaced, short-lived episodes of activity, followed by a longer,
fully quiescent period may be dynamically indistinguishable
from a single, modest-length, continuous period of activity–
as long as the brief quiescent periods are short compared
to the dynamical relaxation time of the nuclear star cluster
(O(100Myr)).
In summary, there are many theoretical reasons to ex-
pect both short-lived and long-lived AGN disks. The ob-
servational constraints may conflict, and are challenging to
obtain. Quite possibly the AGN phenomenon intrinsically
spans a wide range of disk lifetimes. Thus, an alternative
method for constraining AGN disk lifetimes would be an
important contribution to our understanding of the phe-
nomenon.
2.2 AGN disk aspect ratio: H/r
AGN disk thickness as a function of radius is given by
H = cs/Ω where cs is the sound speed in the disk gas at that
radius and Ω = (GMSMBH/r3)1/2 is the Keplerian orbital fre-
quency. Writing r in terms of the gravitational radius of the
SMBH, rg = GMSMBH/c2 we can write
H
r
∼
( cs
c
) ( r
rg
)1/2
(3)
so the AGN disk aspect ratio simply depends on the ratio
(cs/c) in the gas. The sound speed in gas is given by c2s =
Ptotal/ρ where Ptotal = Pgas + Prad + Pmag is the total pressure
in the gas of density ρ at that radius and
Pgas =
ρkBT
mH
(4)
Prad =
( τ
c
)
σT4eff (5)
Pmag =
B2
2µ0
(6)
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where T is the midplane temperature, Teff is the effective
temperature of the disk photosphere, τ is the optical depth
from the midplane to the photosphere, B is the magnetic
field strength and the constants have the usual meanings. A
standard thin disk model has a disk mid-plane temperature
profile which goes as T(r) = TISCOr−3/4 where TISCO is the
temperature at the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO).
Thus, close to the ISCO, H/r is large. However, at distances
∼ 103rg from the ISCO, where the disk is cool and dense and
therefore cs is small, the disk aspect ratio tends to be small
H/r ∼ 10−2, 10−3 (Sirko & Goodman 2003; Thompson et al.
2005). At very large distances, H/r can increase again.
However, a r−3/4 dependence of the disk temperature
profile assumes no irradiation of the outer disk and ignores
the impact on the disk of multiple embedded objects. These
embedded objects will each accrete, migrate and collide,
which will contribute significant local disk heating at large
radii. Localized disk heating will tend to smear out into
annuli over an orbital time. Disk-crossing orbiters will also
contribute significant disk heating as they pass through the
disk. Thus, allowing for a population of embedded and disk-
crossing objects is likely to increase H/r significantly over the
gas-only radial temperature profile (McKernan et al. 2012,
2014).
The above discussion applies to accretion disks which
are relatively thin due to the efficiency of radiative cooling.
In a disk where the photon diffusion timescale (tγ) is less
than tν , the viscous (accretion) timescale, the disk becomes
a radiatively inefficient accretion flow (RIAF) and can be
geometrically very thick (H/r ∼ 0.1 − 1) (e.g. Narayan &
Yi 1994; Narayan et al. 1997; Blandford & Begelman 1999;
Yuan et al. 2003).
2.3 Black hole mergers over an AGN duty cycle
The parameter  in eqn. (1) is a way of estimating the overall
change in BH number in a galactic nucleus over a full AGN
cycle. If the AGN lasts for some time (τAGN) and the quies-
cent period before the next AGN episode is tQ  τAGN then
the effective AGN duty cycle is fAGN = τAGN/(τAGN+ tQ). We
can write  as the number of BH after one AGN duty cycle
divided by the initial number of BH, or
 =
NBH(τAGN + tQ)
NBH(0) (7)
which can be written as
 = 1 − τAGNRAGN
NBH(0) +
(τAGN + tQ) ÛNBH
NBH(0) (8)
where RAGN is the mean rate of BH merger per AGN. The
quantity ÛNBH = N+BH−N−BH corresponds to the number of BH
(N+BH) that have entered the central pc
−3, via star formation
and dynamical friction over the AGN duty cycle, minus the
number of BH (N−BH) that have left the central pc
−3 over
the same time, via scattering or orbital evolution via energy
equipartition. The parameter  ≥ 1 if
ÛNBH ≥ fAGNRAGN. (9)
Given that NGN ∼ 6 × 10−3Mpc−3 and R < 112Gpc−3yr−1
then RAGN ≤ 20Myr−1/fAGN. So, for  ≥ 1 we requireÛNBH ≥ 20Myr−1 which seems a modest and plausible re-
quirement given the star formation rates inferred from ob-
servations (Hopkins 2010) and dynamical friction estimates
(Morris 1993; Antonini 2012). So, at a minimum we can ex-
pect  ∼ 1.
2.4 Merger rate as a constraint on disk models
Based on the preceding arguments we can parameterize the
rate of binary BH mergers in AGN as
R ≈ 1.2 × 104Gpc3 yr−1fAGNfd
×
(
NGN
0.006Mpc−3
) (
NBH
2 × 104
) (
fb
0.1
) (
τAGN
1Myr
)−1 ( 
1
)
.(10)
LIGO & VIRGO (2018) find before O3 that the rate of bi-
nary black hole mergers in the local Universe is 53.2+58.5−28.8
at 90% confidence. We can immediately see that the rate
in eqn. (10) could be orders of magnitude too large, even if
AGN disks are the only site of LIGO-detected sBBH merg-
ers. The problem becomes worse if we include the likely pos-
sibility that there exist other channels (including field bi-
naries) contributing to the observed rate. Now we can vary
the parameters fAGN and fd ∝ (H/r) over a range of possible
τAGN in order to quantify the constraints on AGN model
parameters set by the LIGO rate measurements.
3 RESULTS
By assuming that all LINERs are dense, optically thick
RIAFs, we can immediately assume fAGN ∼ 0.3 in eqn. (10)
above. Implicitly, we can also assume H/r > 0.1, possibly
as large as a quasi-spherical H/r ∼ 1 (Abramowicz et al.
1988). We can also assume that the same analysis that
applies to regular, dense AGN disks (McKernan et al. 2012,
2014) must also apply to LINERs. That is, we can expect
efficient orbital grind-down, migration and merger due to
gas torques on embedded stellar mass BH.
Fig. 1 shows fd versus τAGN using eqn. (10) and
the above assumptions. The diagonal lines on the plot
correspond to the upper (112Gpc−3yr−1) and lower bounds
(24Gpc−3yr−1) respectively, on the rate of BH mergers from
(LIGO & VIRGO 2018). So all AGN/LINERs must live in
the space below the upper diagonal line. The color key on
the RHS corresponds to the magnitude of the rate (R) of
BH mergers.
The important point from Fig. 1 is that we must live
in a Universe below the upper diagonal line. If AGN are
responsible for all LIGO detected mergers, we may, at most,
lie on the line. If on the other hand, AGN are responsible
for only a fraction of LIGO detected mergers, we must lie
somewhere below the diagonal line, possibly substantially
below it. Even with the current rate measurements, we
must exclude the possibility of LINERs typically hosting
’fat’, dense accretion flows, unless those flows persist for
lifetimes > 5Myr. However, if LINERs were to persist for
such long lifetimes and account for ∼ 1/3 of all galactic
nuclei, the resulting (super-Eddington) rate of black hole
growth (Abramowicz et al. 1988; Ohsuga et al. 2005) in
these systems would quickly exceed the measurements
of total local SMBH mass. Therefore, we conclude that
LIGO limits on the rate of black hole mergers rules out the
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2015)
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possibility that LINERs consist mostly of cool, optically
thick accretion flows. We note that we cannot exclude the
possibility that a small subset of LINERs do host cool,
optically thick RIAFs. We note that the values we have
chosen for fb and NBH , while reasonable, could have values
other than those specified. However, given other constraints
( fAGN = 0.3, τAGN < 5Myr), our conclusions apply as long
as the product fbNBH ≥ 350.
This same strategy can be employed to constrain many
difficult to measure parameters of AGNs. These constraints
become even more stringent if we can independently
measure the AGN contribution to the LIGO rate. This
may be possible in LIGO O3 by studying the distribution
of BH merger mass ratios and the χeff distribution of the
merging BHs (Fishbach et al. 2017; Gerosa & Berti 2017;
McKernan et al. 2019). However, in the next few years,
with planned upgrades yielding BBH merger detection
rates as high as O(103 yr−1), we will definitely be able to
independently constrain the fractional AGN contribution to
the measured LIGO rate. This relies on a statistical strategy
first proposed by Bartos et al. (2017); for AGN fractional
contributions > 0.3, given typical space densities of AGN,
we can measure their contribution simply by measuring the
number of AGN per LIGO error volume, and comparing
that to the expected space density. If AGN are the source
of at least 30% of LIGO mergers, an excess of AGN will be
detectable with fewer than 1000 detected mergers, assuming
typical sky localization and no improvements to current
AGN catalogs.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The upper bound to the rate of black hole binary mergers
observed by LIGO (∼ 112Gpc−3yr−1) tells us that LINERs
are mostly not cool, optically thick RIAFs or slim disks,
with super-Eddington accretion. 1 Instead, LINERs must
be predominantly powered by low accretion rate αdisks,
or optically thin RIAFs or some combination thereof.
Future improvements in the precision of the measured rate
will enable us to provide further constraints on various
parameters of AGN disks; independent measurements of
the AGN contribution to the sBBH merger rate, and the
characteristics of those mergers (e.g. Fishbach et al. 2017;
Gerosa & Berti 2017; Bartos et al. 2017; McKernan et al.
2019) will further constrain disk models. Importantly, this
technique has the capacity to observationally constrain
AGN disk lifetimes–a quantity that is otherwise extremely
challenging to measure. Finally, we note this is a clear
demonstration of the power of gravitational wave astronomy
to open new and unexpected astrophysical windows.
1 Our conclusion also rests on the assumption that some BBH
mergers occur in AGN disks–though given the expected overabun-
dance of stellar mass black holes in galactic nuclei, the absence
of such mergers would seem nearly pathological. This assumption
is further supported by recent work concluding that at least one
LIGO detected merger did occur in a galactic nucleus or AGN
disk (Gerosa & Berti 2019; Yang et al. 2019).
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